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Welcome to the smarter planet
The planet is getting more 
Instrumented, Interconnected and Intelligent.

Approximately 70% of the digital universe is created by individuals,
but enterprises are responsible for 85% of the security, privacy, 
reliability, and compliance.

162 million
Smart phones sold in 
2008, surpassing 
laptop sales for the 
first time

90%
Innovation in automobiles is 
related to software and 
electronics systems, with 
30-60% of the value in the 
software

1 trillion
Connected objects – cars, 
appliances, cameras, roadways, 
pipelines – comprising the 
"Internet of Things” and about 2 
billion people will be on the Web

162 million
Smart phones sold in 
2008, surpassing 
laptop sales for the 
first time



As the world gets smarter, demands on 
IT will grow.

Smart traffic  
systems 

Smart water 
management 

Smart energy 
grids

Smart 
healthcare

Smart food 
systems 

Intelligent     
oil field 
technologies 

Smart 
regions

Smart 
weather 

Smart 
countries

Smart supply 
chains 

Smart cities

Smart retail

Despite the risk, the reason we will all begin to transform our systems, operations, 
enterprises and personal lives to take advantage of a smart planet isn’t just because we 
can. It’s because we must.



Additional security and privacy risks impacting 
customers

• Numerous system integrations and 
configurations are required to make a 
city smarter

• Tremendous analytic power is 
needed to discover new treatments 
for cancer

• Massive amounts of data flowing from 
hundreds of thousands of smart 
meters must be read multiple times 
per hour

• Staggering numbers of images must 
be captured, stored, managed and 
linked to billing and collection 
systems in real time

Addressing compliance 
complexity

Adoption of virtualization 
and cloud computing

Addressing the new 
cyber threat landscape

Expectation of 
privacy

Protection of sensors &
actuators in the wild

Protection of digital 
identities

Most significantly, we must 
begin to address new IT 
Security and Privacy risks



Protection of sensors and 
actuators in the wild

Challenges:
Everything is “attackable”
Endpoint nodes largely unsecured 
and physically vulnerable
Endpoint communication networks 
with varied degrees of security

Organizations must 
manage large, 

changing number of 
endpoints, owned by 
multiple parties and 

connected via Internet

Point to consider:
Do you have controls in place 
to monitor and secure 
endpoints? 



Protection of digital identities

Challenges:
Multiple “identities” for multiple 
purposes 
Identity evolves over time

A single individual 
may have information 
resident in hundreds 

of thousands of 
databases, and 
simultaneously 

maintain multiple 
legitimate identities.

Points to consider:
Are you managing privileged 
access to sensitive data and 
critical assets?
Who are ALL the trusted 
insiders? What about 3rd

parties?



Addressing the new 
cyber threat landscape

Challenges:
Increase in cyber threats targeting key 
operations and assets 
Intrusion attempts are organized, 
disciplined, aggressive, and well 
resourced

Economic impact to 
organizations from 
cyber attacks has 

grown to over $226B 
annually 

Dept of Homeland Security

Point to consider:
Is cyber crime a significant 
source of risk to sensitive data 
and critical infrastructures?



Adoption of virtualization 
and cloud computing 21% of employees 

admitted to turning off 
or manipulating 

firewalls and anti-virus 
software 

Ponemon Institute, June 2009
Trends in Insider Compliance

Challenges:
Cloud computing models and 
virtualization increase infrastructure 
complexity
Web 2.0 and SOA style composite 
applications introduce new level of 
challenges
Smart devices present a new breed of 
security threats

Point to consider:
To what extent has adoption of 
new technologies changed your 
approach to security and 
compliance management?



Addressing compliance 
complexity Depending upon the 

industry, some 
organizations face 
multiple regulatory 

mandates

Challenges:
In search of “silver bullet” to pass the 
audit instead of focusing on risk-based 
information security program
Complexity and confusion around a 
starting point make it difficult to think 
strategically

Point to consider:
How much security and 
compliance control is good 
enough?



Expectation of 
privacy More than 4,500 people 

divulge concerns with 
safety of personal 
information on the 

Internet and a desire for 
better identity protection

Challenges:
File sharing software compromise 
personal computers via spyware and 
keystroke capture
Consumer expectation is that security 
should be built in certain online 
transactions (i.e., banking, retail, 
Government transactions, etc.)

2010 Global Online Consumer Security 
Survey, Jan 20, 2010

Point to consider:
To what extent is privacy 
driving your security spend? 



So how can security help us take advantage 
of opportunities in the smarter planet?

• Safely adopt new forms of technology
like cloud computing and virtualization 

• Implement new business models like 
outsourcing and teleworking

• Address emerging compliance 
constructs, while decreasing IT 
operations costs

• Assure quality, availability and integrity of 
information required for real-time 
decision making

• Address consumer expectation of 
privacy by assuring “trusted brand” status

Security enables us to take risks and innovate confidently. 

Virtualization Tele Working

OutsourcingCloud Computing



Japanese Auto Manufacturing 
Revolutionized Lifecycle Principles

Simplified planning and 
governance

Design, Operations, 
Customer Service - linked 
early in the lifecycle 
process

Increased collaboration
between design engineering 
and plant operations

Stronger customer feedback 
focus



IBM approach to security on a Smart Planet…
Secure by Design

Intelligence

Standards

Assurance

Governance

Enable trust and confidence in IT through 
software and system assurance

Stay ahead of the threat by monitoring 
the attack landscape and anticipating 
new threats

Enable security and privacy with an 
open, standards-based architectural 
approach

Provide visibility, control and automation
through CoBIT and ITIL-based service 
management

Open standards leadership in DMTF,
IETF, OASIS, TCG, W3C, …
SOA & Web Services Security
IBM Security Blueprint
IBM Trusted Identity
Fine-grained Security
Trusted Virtual Data Center
UK/US ITA, IBM OCR, EU FP7 open research

IBM Service Management Platform –
asset management, problem & 
incident management, change & 
release management, etc.
IBM Process Reference Model for IT 
(PRM-IT)
IBM Rational Unified Process
Patch management for virtual images

IBM Integrated Product Development Process
System z Integrity Statement
Trusted Foundry
IBM High Assurance Platform
Continuous Software Quality
IBM Secure Blue

IBM X-Force
IBM Managed Security Services
System S Event & Streaming System
High Performance Computing
Information Risk & Compliance
Smart Surveillance

Foundational 
Controls
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IBM worked with Samarinda Lodge to 
implement RFID location awareness 
technology to monitor wandering patients for 
their aged-care facility.

The location awareness service allows 
Samarinda Lodge to have a real-time view of 
patient location, making the safety of both 
residents and the facility easier to manage 
while satisfying requirements under the Aged 
Care Act. 

SMART TRACKING



IBM is working with Brisbane, London, Singapore 
and Stockholm to deploy smarter traffic systems.  
At least 20 other cities have active bids to do the 
same.

Stockholm has seen approximately 20 percent less 
traffic, a 12 percent drop in emissions and a 
reported 40,000 additional daily users of public 
transportation.

SMART TRAFFIC



IBM Security Framework 
A comprehensive approach to managing risk end-to-end

• Security is a growing focus area as organizations try to:
– Stay ahead of evolving threats
– Take advantage of new business opportunities
– Pursue more efficient IT business models (e.g. cloud 

computing)

• IBM Security Framework, introduced in 2007, is 
embraced by customers to:

– Orchestrate their strategy across a broad set of issues in 
each domain

– Identify gaps and prioritize investment to meet their 
security goals

– Implement security where their specific environment most 
requires it

• The Framework also guides IBM solutions:
– Accelerated, customer-driven integrations across IBM 

brands

– Improved customer-facing aspects of IBM Security



IBM security portfolio… solutions to 
meet your needs

= Professional Services

= Products

= Cloud-based & 
Managed Services Identity and 

Access Management 
Identity and 

Access Management 

Database Monitoring and 
Protection

Database Monitoring and 
Protection

Encryption and Key 
Lifecycle Management
Encryption and Key 

Lifecycle Management

App Vulnerability ScanningApp Vulnerability Scanning

Access and Entitlement 
Management

Access and Entitlement 
Management

Web Application FirewallWeb Application Firewall

Data Loss PreventionData Loss Prevention

SOA SecuritySOA Security

Messaging SecurityMessaging Security

Data MaskingData Masking
E-mail 

Security
E-mail 

Security

Application SecurityApplication Security

Identity ManagementIdentity Management

Data 
Security
Data 

Security

Access ManagementAccess Management

GRCGRCGRC

Physical SecurityPhysical Security

Security Governance, Risk and ComplianceSecurity Governance, Risk and Compliance SIEM and Log ManagementSIEM and Log Management

Web / URL 
Filtering

Web / URL 
Filtering

Mainframe Security Audit, 
Admin & Compliance

Mainframe Security Audit, 
Admin & Compliance

Virtual System SecurityVirtual System Security

Intrusion Prevention SystemIntrusion Prevention System

Infrastructure 
Security

Infrastructure 
Security

Web/URL 
Filtering
Web/URL 
Filtering

Vulnerability
Assessment
Vulnerability
Assessment

Firewall, IDS/IPS, 
MFS Mgmt.

Firewall, IDS/IPS, 
MFS Mgmt.

Security 
Event Mgmt. 

Security 
Event Mgmt. 

Threat
Analysis
Threat

Analysis Security 
Configuration 

and Patch 
Mgmt

Security 
Configuration 

and Patch 
Mgmt

Endpoint 
Protection
Endpoint 

Protection



IBM Security Services – current portfolio 
of services

= Professional services

= Managed services
= Cloud-based services

GRCGRCGRC

Vers 09.15.2010

Identity & Access Mgmt Services

Physical Security Services 

Data Security Services

Security Governance, Risk and 
Compliance Services

Application Security Services

Infrastructure 
Security 
Services*

(Threat Mitigation)
Unified Threat 
Management

Vulnerability  Assessment

Security Log Mgt / 
Managed SIEM

Managed Identity and 
Access Management

E-mail Security

Web/URL Filtering

Intrusion 
Prevention

Web/URL Filtering

Security Event Management

Threat Assessment

Firewall 
Management

• Tivoli

• Tivoli

• IM

• Rational

• Tivoli

SWG 
products 
leveraged



Cloud compliance: Security Information and Event Management

Single, integrated product

Log Management Reporting

Unique ability to monitor user behavior

Enterprise compliance dashboard

Compliance management modules and 
regulation-specific reports

Broadest, most complete log and audit trail 
capture capability

W7 log normalization translates your logs into 
business terms

Easy ability to compare behavior to regulatory 
and company policies

Multi-tennancy support through scoping

Key Features

How to provide a single, integrated product 
that delivers insider threat, audit and 
compliance.
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Real-Time Database Security & Monitoring

• Non-invasive
• No DBMS changes
• Minimal impact
• Does not rely on traditional DBMS-resident 

logs that can easily be disabled by DBAs

• Granular policies & monitoring
• Who, what, when, how

• Real-time alerting
• Monitors all activities including local access 

by privileged users

DB2DB2 SQL 
Server
SQL 

Server

21



Firewall, IPS, IDS and UTM management are designed 
to reduce the operational overhead associated with the 
day to day management of core security technologies 
that provide the foundational elements for an 
organization’s overall security posture.  These offerings 
combine management, monitoring, and maintenance 
across a variety of leading technologies and service 
levels.  

Firewall, Intrusion prevention systems (IPS), 
Unified Threat Management

Key Components

•Support for IBM’s market leading 
technologies –
as well as Checkpoint, Cisco, 
Fortinet,Juniper, McAfee
•Industry leading service level 
agreements
•Multiple offering packages to ensure 
flexibility to meet customer needs
•Integrated service views via the IBM 
Virtual SOC
•Real-time on-demand access to the 
latest service information 
•Comprehensive workflow and 
reporting capability

- Multi-vendor support that helps maximize your 
existing security investment

- Faster time to deploy and reduced operational 
overhead within multi-vendor environments.

- Provides 24x7 support for round the clock 
monitoring, response, and management

- Guaranteed service levels designed to ensure 
business continuity

- Potential for lower total cost of ownership (TCO),
due to reduced staffing requirement and reduced 
maintenance, infrastructure and training costs 

Solution Overview

Benefits



Server and Network Convergence
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Cloud based Authentication Hub
Australian Federal Government
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IBM Insight Forum 09
®

In a browser, hit

http://www.australia.gov.au
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IBM Insight Forum 09
®

Click

Login to myaccount
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IBM Insight Forum 09 ®

Provide your 
logon details
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IBM Insight Forum 09
®

28



IBM Insight Forum 09
®

Provide the correct answer to 
your previously registered secret 
question
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IBM Insight Forum 09
®

And have access to 
Centrelink and Medicare

I am now 
authenticated
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IBM Insight Forum 09
®

Clicking on the Medicare link, 
takes me to Medicare’s site
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IBM Insight Forum 09
®

Return to myaccount page
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IBM Insight Forum 09
®

I have access to Centrelink
and Medicare
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IBM Insight Forum 09
®

Clicking on the Centrelink link, 
takes me to Centrelink’s site

Return to myaccount page
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IBM Insight Forum 09
®
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ONE voice for 
security.

IBM SECURITY IBM SECURITY 
SOLUTIONSSOLUTIONS

INNOVATIVE
products and services.

IBM SECURITY IBM SECURITY 
FRAMEWORKFRAMEWORK

COMMITTED to the vision 
of a Secure Smarter Planet.

SECURE BY SECURE BY 
DESIGNDESIGN

Thank You.


